NLP naturally puts a primary focus on leveraging document language, occasionally considering user attributes as supplemental. However, as we tackle more social scientific tasks, it is possible user attributes might be of primary importance and the document supplemental. Here, we systematically investigate the predictive power of user-level features alone versus document-level features for document-level tasks. We first show user attributes can sometimes carry more task-related information than the document itself. For example, a tweet-level stance detection model using only 13 user-level attributes (i.e. features that did not depend on the specific tweet) was able to obtain a higher F1 than the topperforming SemEval participant. We then consider multiple tasks and a wider range of user attributes, showing the performance of strong document-only models can often be improved (as in stance, sentiment, and sarcasm) with user attributes, particularly benefiting tasks with stable "trait-like" outcomes (e.g. stance) most relative to frequently changing "statelike" outcomes (e.g. sentiment). These results not only support the growing work on integrating user factors into predictive systems, but that some of our NLP tasks might be better cast primarily as user-level (or human) tasks.
Introduction
Natural language processing is increasingly tackling new tasks over microblogs and social media, such as stance detection, sarcasm detection, and variations of sentiment analysis. Building on techniques used for traditional NLP, it is natural to attempt such tasks with inputs based solely on the content of the document (e.g. tweet) in question. We present an empirical argument for why this text-only scope may be a limiting view which inflates the value of document-only solutions.
Our work aims to answer the following questions: 1) What and how much information do user attributes alone carry for different social media tasks, particularly for predictive tasks that are more about the user than the document (e.g. stance)? 2) When are user attributes useful and what do language features contribute in these cases? While there are multiple works that show that adding user attributes is useful for different prediction tasks (Hovy, 2015; Zamani and Schwartz, 2017; Lynn et al., 2017) , there is no single systematic study that answers these questions.
To this end we conduct a systematic evaluation of user attribute-only models on multiple tasks including stance detection, sarcasm detection, sentiment analysis, and prepositional phrase attachment. We evaluate the impact of user attribute-only models through a range of features derived from publicly available information about the users including: written profile bio, inferred demographics and personality, self-reported location, profile picture, who one follows in a social network, and a background of users' past language. The evaluations show that user attributes can have a large impact and, depending on the nature of the task, even outperform document-only features -inference on a document without even looking at its contents! We conduct further evaluations comparing document contributions to an inference task relative to user-level features. Recent research has explored how user-level attributes add value on top of document-level language (Volkova et al., 2013; Hovy, 2015; Lynn et al., 2017; Zamani et al., 2018) . Instead we quantify how well user attributes alone can predict and then what document-level language can uniquely add, identifying cases where the document is essential.
Contributions. Our specific contributions are three-fold: (1) We show that the stance of a tweet can be predicted with state-of-the-art F1 scores (better than all participant systems of the SemEval-2016 stance task) without even looking at the given tweet, suggesting such tasks might be better case as user-level (we outperform tweetspecific models that use thousands of features or complex neural networks using only 13 easilyderived features). (2) We put forth a theory that tasks which capture more "trait-like" human attributes (those that are stable over time, e.g. stance) benefit more from user-level information as compared to "state-like" attributes (frequently changing, e.g. sentiment). We evaluate this theory by looking at the role of user attributes across different predictive tasks. (3) We provide a set of considerations and metrics, for task participants and designers alike, for the inclusion of user information within new social science-related tasks.
Background
Recent work has shown that considering language within the context of user attributes can improve classification accuracy (Volkova et al., 2013; Bamman et al., 2014; Yang and Eisenstein, 2015; Hovy, 2015; Kulkarni et al., 2016; Lynn et al., 2017) . Other work has used network or other meta data, such as in Bamman and Smith (2015) ; Johnson and Goldwasser (2016); Joseph et al. (2017) ; Khattri et al. (2015) . In a sense these trail-blazing works might be viewed as case studies on user attributes -identifying particular pieces of information for particular tasks where user information has lead to an advantage. We believe this is the first systematic study on the extent to which tasks are more easily achieved with user information or by combining user attributes with document language. In addition, prior work has explored what user attributes add on top of language, whereas we focus primarily on user attributes, with the contributions from document-level features being secondary.
Models designed specifically to put language within the context of human factors, such as demographics or location, have led to improvements on a variety of NLP tasks. For example, Hovy (2015) improved on three types of text classification tasks by learning age-and gender-specific word embeddings. Similarly, Yang and Eisenstein (2015) found that sentiment analysis benefited from learning community-specific embeddings from social networks. Lynn et al. (2017) proposed a method to adapt language to user factors by composing the factors with language features in a domain adaptation-like formulation, demonstrating improvements on multiple tasks; this technique was expanded upon by Zamani et al. (2018) . Still, even simple methods for incorporating these factors provide predictive power and should not be overlooked; our paper examines this in-depth.
Some work in stance detection has focused on document context and discourse structure (Walker et al., 2012a,b; Sridhar et al., 2015) , though user attributes have been considered as well. When predicting stance for debates, Thomas et al. (2006) and Hasan and Ng (2013) benefited from enforcing the constraint that multiple statements from the same person should receive the same predicted stance, making the assumption that stance is unlikely to change over the course of a single conversation. Johnson and Goldwasser (2016) , who predict the stance of Twitter users as opposed to individual tweets, consider both temporal activity and political party affiliation in their models. Chen and Ku (2016) learned user embeddings for stance detection and found that the inclusion of such embeddings significantly improved model performance. Going in a somewhat different direction, Joseph et al. (2017) found that the amount and type of user attributes, such as political party affiliation or Twitter profile description, provided to annotators of a stance detection dataset significantly impacted annotation quality, suggesting that considering user attributes is important not just during classification but also during dataset creation.
User attributes and other contextual information has proven useful beyond stance detection. Bamman and Smith (2015) extensively evaluate the effects of extralinguistic information, including author, audience, and environment features, in the context of sarcasm detection. They observe an almost 10 point increase in performance when adding extralinguistic features to the textonly model and find such features perform well even without the textual features. Although their work is similar to ours, we explore more tasks and a different set of extralinguistic features, including inferred factors; we see our work as complementary to -and expanding on -theirs. Amir et al. (2016) outperformed Bamman and Smith (2015) on the same dataset by incorporating user embeddings, learned from users' past tweets, into a deep sarcasm model. Khattri et al. (2015) use past tweets to improve sarcasm detection by comparing the sentiment expressed towards an entity in the target tweet to that expressed in historical tweets. Martin et al. (2016) found that, when predicting retweet count, a user's past success (measured as the average number of retweets received for other tweets in the past) was nearly as predictive as a model using all features they tried, including those drawn from the tweet itself. Jurgens et al. (2017) find that they are able to accurately predict the attributes of a user based on communications targeted at them (as opposed to written by them), emphasizing that a person's social network is itself an important source of userlevel information. Finally, Hovy and Fornaciari (2018) demonstrate that user attributes can be used to improve the quality of author embeddings via retrofitting.
Prediction Models
This paper seeks to systematically and empirically understand the role of user attributes within the context of social media tasks. To that end, we consider a variety of user-level features and evaluate their importance for four tweet-level prediction tasks.
Tasks
The following section provides details for the systems and datasets used for analysis. Development sets were used for hyperparameter tuning. Statistics for each task are given in Table 1 . Stance. For stance detection we use the SemEval-2016 dataset (Mohammad et al., 2016) , which contains tweets annotated as being in favor of, against, or neutral toward one of five targets: atheism, climate change as a real concern, feminism, Hillary Clinton, and legalization of abortion. Note that neutral does not indicate "neither for nor against", but rather not enough information to say either way (for example, "I know who I'm voting for!" would be neutral towards Hillary Clinton). Similar to the top baseline system in this task, we train a logistic regression classifier on character ngrams of size two to five and word n-grams of size one to three. We preserve the train/test split of the original dataset. For evaluation purposes, we obtain the predictions from the top participating system, MITRE (Zarrella and Marsh, 2016) , and subset them to our test set.
Sarcasm. Sarcasm detection replicates the work of Bamman and Smith (2015) by using the tweet features described in the paper (e.g n-grams, sentiment scores, Brown clusters) and evaluating on their dataset using a logistic regression classifier via ten-fold cross validation. The folds are split such that no user appears in both the training and testing sets. Bamman and Smith (2015) 's dataset was constructed by sampling tweets that did or did not contain hashtags indicating sarcasm (e.g. I love when it snows #sarcastic); these hashtags were removed during preprocessing. Sentiment. Message-level sentiment annotations indicating positive, negative, and neutral are available from the SemEval-2013 dataset (Nakov et al., 2013) . We mostly replicate the top-performing system on this task by training a linear SVM on character n-grams, word n-grams, and features from multiple sentiment and emotion lexicons (Hu and Liu, 2004; Wilson et al., 2005; Turney, 2010, 2013; Kiritchenko et al., 2014) . The train/test split of the original dataset was used for evaluation. PP-Attachment. A prepositional-phrase attachment dataset for Twitter was constructed by combining annotated data from Tweebank (Kong et al., 2014) and Lynn et al. (2017) . Candidate heads are ranked using an SVM-Rank (Joachims, 2006) model trained on n-gram, WordNet, and Treebank features similar to those used in Belinkov et al. (2014) . Cross validation is used for evaluation. 
Task Tweets Users Instances

User Attribute Features
Each user's name, location, description, and picture were extracted from their Twitter profile. We also collected up to 200 of their tweets, excluding retweets and those included in the task data. Finally, we collected a list of every account that each user follows. Features were derived from this data as described below. We excluded tweets for which no user information was available; as a result, the test and training datasets were typically smaller than the originals 1 . One concern with using predicted user attributes such as age, gender, or personality is that they are prone to noise. However, one can look at it as a way of reducing large quantities of text to a single feature that happens to correlate well with some external quantity. Because we were interested in what a person's language says about themselves, any discrepancies between a user's predicted and actual attribute may provide additional predictive power: a 50-year-old whose writing style is more typical of a 20-year-old is likely better represented using their predicted age (20) than their actual age (50). Demographics & Personality. Real-valued estimates of these attributes were obtained by applying pre-existing predictive lexica to each user's past tweets. Age and gender were obtained from the models of Sap et al. (2014) . For personality, we used Park et al. (2015) to predict each of the Big Five traits: openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Political Ideology.
Using the dataset from Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2017), we train a ridge regression model on topic and n-gram features to predict real-valued political ideology scores between 1 (very conservative) and 7 (very liberal) from each user's tweets. This model achieved a Pearson r = .374 through cross validation of the training data. User Embeddings. Five-dimensional latent factors were derived from each user's prior tweets using the generative factor analysis approach proposed by . Factors obtained using this method have been shown to correlate with outcomes such as income and IQ. Profile Name. We used the Demographer package (Knowles et al., 2016) to predict gender from the profile name. We also used NamePrism to predict scores for six ethnicities and thirty-nine nationalities. Profile Description & Location. Character 2-to 5-grams and word 1-to 3-grams were extracted from the users' description and location fields. Profile Picture.
Borrowing from a popular method in transfer learning, we used a pre-trained image classification model, Inception-v3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) , to obtain 2048-dimensional embeddings from the next-to-last layer of the model. Followees. For each task, we identified the top 5000 Twitter accounts that were followed by the users in our dataset. Each of the 5000 accounts corresponded to a binary feature indicating if the user followed that account or not. We chose this representation for simplicity, though alternative methods such as network embeddings (e.g. Yang and Eisenstein (2015) ) may be used instead.
Stance of a Tweet without the Tweet
We look first at the task of stance detection, as stance is typically seen more as a trait (attributable to a user) than a state (attributable to a point in time, such as a single message). Table 2 compares stance prediction results for models trained only on tweet features to those trained only on user attribute features. Here, we only directly consider the favor and against classes so as to be consistent with the SemEval competition, which used an F1 measure that is an unweighted average of just these two classes.
Note that Inferred
Factors is a combination of Demographics, Personality, Political Ideology, and User Embeddings. Stance without tweet is better than tweet only: Two of the user attribute types, Followee and Inferred Factors, perform better than the best tweet-based system that participated in SemEval-2016. Location also performs better than the most frequent class baseline. As we show next, if we consider the performance on the neutral class, we find that user attributes can do even better. We expect user attributes to carry some stance related information but it is surprising that they can compete with or outperform state-of-theart models despite using a simpler model and/or fewer features. Table 3 shows results when considering the full three-way classification task, where we evaluate performance on the favor, against, and neutral classes by taking the weighted average of F1 in all three classes. The table compares against the most frequent class (MFC) baseline to illustrate how much stance-related information is contained in each of the user attributes.
User attributes carry useful information for all stance prediction tasks as shown in Figure 1 provides the correlations of each dimension with stance. As can be seen in the figure, Atheism has the strongest correlations which explains the big prediction gains we see on that target. Although Climate and Feminism have a similar range of correlations, we don't see gains for Climate while we do for Feminism. This is likely due to the extreme class imbalance for Climate; the against class only made up 6% of tweets in the test set, and indeed few participants of the SemEval competition were able to beat the MFC for this target (Mohammad et al., 2016) .
Overall, inferred factors perform better for Feminism and Abortion targets, while direct user attributes perform better for Atheism, Climate, and Hillary. These results suggest that stances on some targets correlate with psychological attributes such as personality and political orientation, whereas others are more correlated with demographic factors such as location. Figure 2 shows the probability distribution of stances for Atheism over demographic variables. Age by itself has different distributions in favor and against populations, whereas there is no difference in the gender score distributions. Together, age and gender show stark contrasts in the distributions. Also note that for both gender and age, the neutral class distributions seem to capture a fairly symmetric split of favor and against. This may be related to the idea that stance is more of a user-level attribute than a message-level one, in that the neutral population actually contains users whose "real" stances are favor or against but The first two graphs show the probability density of age (left) and gender (middle) for each of the three stance classes on the Atheism target. The rightmost graph shows the probability density of users' ages for Atheism, broken down by gender and class label (excluding neutral). There is a clear relationship between age, gender, and stance, demonstrating the need for user attributes.
which aren't expressed in the tweet itself. Overall, the plots show the degree to which stances can be separated simply by demographics but also suggest that one might benefit from variables capturing a combination of age and gender.
When is the Tweet Useful?
Tweets provide the most direct expression of a user's intent. However, the amount of task-related information in a tweet and the ability of tweetderived features to model it reliably vary with the task. Table 4 compares tweet features and user attributes for stance, sarcasm, sentiment, and PPattachment. Overall, combining user attributes with tweetderived features provides the best results for stance, sarcasm and sentiment. Stance: Even though user attributes outperform tweet features when only considering favor and against classes, we find that tweet features turn out to be better when considering all three classes including the neutral class. The average F1 across all three classes for the tweet-only baseline is higher than any of the user attribute-only models (+1 point in average F1 over Followees, the best user attribute feature). A closer look reveals why this is the case. For any given user, their positive or negative stance towards a target seldom changes. What may change instead is whether they express their stance or remain neutral when writing a particular tweet.
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Stance Sarcasm Sentiment PP-Attach. Thus, while user attributes are better at predicting a user's overall stance, the tweet features provide a better indication of whether there is an expression of it in the specific tweet. Indeed, combining tweet features and user attributes yields additional gains in most cases: Profile Description (+0.7 points), Location (+1.3), Inferred
Factors (+2.3), and Followees (+3.1). When combining Followees with tweet features, we see an 18.4 point improvement for F neutral on average over using Followees alone.
There can be non-linear interactions between the user attributes and the tweet features. For instance, we find that with a random forest classifier we can obtain a baseline performance of 65.0 F1 for the tweet-only features, which increases to 66.4 when combined with all user attributes. This exploration is beyond the scope of our work; here we only intend to show that even a simple combination can provide gains.
Sarcasm: Tweet features are no better than the combined set of user attributes for sarcasm, showing once again the extent of predictive power in user information.
Inferred Factors and Followees are the strongest user attributes and boost performance when combined with the tweet features, providing roughly 3.2 and 4.5 point gains respectively. Name embeddings which carry nationality, ethnicity, and gender information provide a 0.8 point gain. The other features provide no gains when combined with tweet features. Combining all user attributes performs worse than using Followees or Inferred Factors alone, presumably due to pushing the bounds in terms of total number of features given limited observations. Sentiment: User attributes appear far less useful than tweet features for sentiment. While users can lean positive or negative overall, sentiments are contextual and are best inferred from expressions in the tweet. Still, combining user attributes with tweet features yields minor gains. PP-Attachment: The user attributes provide no useful predictive value. They do not do better than even the simple MFC baseline 2 and combining with text doesn't provide any improvements, reflecting the idea that this task is closer to something purely linguistic. Even so, prior work suggests user attributes can still benefit PP-attachment when using more sophisticated approaches like user-factor adaptation (Lynn et al., 2017) .
Trait versus State
Overall, we see that stance and sarcasm benefit most from user attributes, sentiment benefits a little, and PP-attachment not at all. Supported by these results, we theorize that outcomes which are more "trait-like" benefit more from user attributes than those that are more "state-like". Trait-like outcomes are those that tend to be stable over time, such as stance; while the exact expression may vary from tweet to tweet, a person's overall stance is likely to remain relatively unchanged across many messages. State-like outcomes, on the other hand, are those that change frequently, such as sentiment. Sarcasm is somewhere in between -trait-like, in that a person can have a predisposition for being sarcastic, but the expression at message level still largely depends on context. PP-attachment is a state-like outcome as it depends entirely on the syntactic structure of the tweet.
Discussion
We found: (1) state-of-the-art tweet stance detection can be achieved without even using the tweet and instead using user attributes; (2) user attributes have varying predictive utility depending on the target of stance (e.g. atheism versus abortion); (3) different types of user attributes are valuable for different tasks -out of those we considered, followees on Twitter were most valuable; and (4) adding the tweet content back in on top of user attributes yields even greater performance.
The fact that user attributes predict stance better than tweet attributes may be surprising considering that the gold-standard labels were done by human annotators who were not privy to user attributes of the tweet author (Mohammad et al., 2016) . Annotators were in fact trying to guess what the user's stance was from their tweet. They were instructed to "infer from the tweet that the tweeter [supports|is against|has a neutral stance] towards the target" (or that it was not possible to tell). However, our predictive models without the tweet were not even seeing the same information as these humans they were trying to mimic, and yet these tweetless models predicted just as well as models that did see the tweet. This raises interesting questions about whether the tweet-based models are unable to reliably use the information in text or whether the annotators used implicit signals in tweets to infer user attitudes towards the target. Joseph et al. (2017) raise a similar issue with systematic errors in stance annotation according to the context provided to human annotators.
This raises a counterpoint to the standard framing of social media tasks as making inferences over text alone. These results, combined with the fact that similar patterns were replicated with sarcasm and sentiment, speak to the question: How much merit is there in attempting social media tasks agnostic to user attributes?
For applications of stance, sarcasm, and sentiment tasks, such as tracking changes over time (stance, sentiment), or identifying particular tweets to interpret differently (sarcasm), it would certainly be less than ideal to simply predict the same outcome for every tweet from a given user as our tweetless models would do. Thus, we can at least say that there is value in the tweet or individual document itself, so the question is how to integrate user attributes and the tweet. Prior work on user-factor adaptation (Lynn et al., 2017) and use of residualized models (Zamani and Schwartz, 2017; Zamani et al., 2018) provide interesting avenues for exploration.
The results provide some insights into designing future social media tasks. First, given the strong impact of user attributes on these tasks, it becomes readily apparent that the diversity of the user base is a key consideration in designing these tasks. Consider a training sample of tweets that is drawn only from users with certain attributes. Not only will the test performance on other users suffer, we also lose the opportunity to leverage strong user-level correlations in making predictions. A secondary implication is that when considering performance of user attributes on these tasks, care must be taken to see whether there is a representative diversity in the training sample before dismissing the value of the attribute.
We also propose that shared tasks consider user attribute baselines, mirroring the idea of "controls" in social scientific studies, whereby the goal is to predict above and beyond such attributes or leverage both most effectively. Setups like this have been done for some user-level tasks, such as providing age and gender estimates for mental health prediction (Coppersmith et al., 2015) or socioeconomic information for assessing community life satisfaction (Schwartz et al., 2013) or market prices (Zamani and Schwartz, 2017) . However, for document-level tasks like those Twitter tasks we explore, a comparison to user attributes has usually been restricted to case studies such as those we mentioned in Section 2.
Still, it can be challenging to determine what user attributes to include as a baseline. Other fields, such as psychology, suggest always controlling for basic human traits -such as age and gender -as well as theoretically-related variables such as socioeconomic variables or, perhaps, political ideology in the case of stance detection (Gazzaniga and Heatherton, 2015) . Another approach could be to consider what other information is readily available -those we have included here are typically available if one's documents are tweets but, for example, one also might often find location, demographics, and years of experience available for news or scientific articles.
Conclusion
More and more natural language processing tasks focus on social media. With advances in incorporating user information it has become increasingly clear that many tasks are best framed in user and social contexts. This work emphasizes the increasingly prominent role for user attributes in language tasks. We have shown state-of-the-art performance in tweet stance detection without the tweet itself, and shown that stance classification, sarcasm detection, and sentiment analysis models can be significantly improved with user factors. We find variance in utility of different user attribute features across tasks and raise important practical considerations for designing future social media tasks and their solutions.
